**Clear cab dimension are from glass to glass and handrail protrudes over this dimension**
THRU FLOOR CONFIGURATION

THRU FLOOR PLAN VIEW

56 3/8" [1432] Joint Cutout Width

Joint Cutout
Thru floor

See note details on
Joint Cutout/Thru floor
cutout page

64" [1626] Holsteway Door

71 5/16" [1811] Holsteway

62" [1574] Thru floor ring

63/8" [1610] Ring shall be secured
by lashing against
lateral shifts with no
less 4 fasteners,
determined to be of
the
wood screws or concrete fastener type,
1/4" or larger in diameter and
minimum 1.75" in length.

OFFICE USE ONLY: Project No. VUELIFT

savaria
PLAN VIEW PIT CUTOUT/THRU FLOOR CUTOUT

NOTE:
PIT OPTION ROUGH IN AND FINISHED DIMS. ARE IDENTICAL TO THRU-FLOOR ROUGH IN AND FINISHED DIMS.

CLEARANCE FROM ADJACENT WALLS TO EDGE OF HOLE/PIT MUST BE MINIMUM 18" ON ALL SIDES.

FINISHED PIT AND/OR THRU FLOOR CUTOUT

14" [356]

135°

56 3/8" [1432]

36 9/16" [928]

56 3/8" [1432]

3/16" [5]

RIng Thickness

Top of base floor

Hoistway

Pit Depth

Pit Cutout Width

56 3/8" [1432]

8x Fasteners in ring determined to be of the wood screw or concrete fastener type, minimum 1/4" or larger in diameter and minimum 1.75" in length

2x Fasteners in pit plate determined to be of the wood screws or concrete fastener type, 1/4" or larger in diameter and minimum 1.75 inches in length